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TEESDALE 

With fix out well and truly underway, this home will 

captivate anyone on arrival.  With a neutral white 

weatherboard exterior it only slightly prepares you for 

what’s inside - Captivating, striking, refreshing, bright 

are only a couple of words that come to mind.       

Without giving too much away at the moment, this 

one is definitley one to watch.  We can’t wait to show 

you the final result, it will be sure to impress. 

The best part of the build - ‘Handover’!  Our clients 

have created such an inviting space that any visitor 

will be happy to out stay their welcome!  With light 

filled rooms and a colour scheme that compliments 

the location beautifully, it will still allow for their 

own personal touches to be made. Set up for any 

season with a cosy brick fireplace and an alfresco 

area that allows you take in your location,  this 

home will be the setting for many great memories. 

Another handover that our lucky clients can now 

call this country beauty ‘home’!  With so many 

beautiful features from external gable ends to the 

amazing light filled spaces  and finishes inside you 

won’t know where to look. The hub of the home 

has plenty of room for everyone to gather, we can 

picture plenty of entertaining with lots of laughs 

and special memories to come! 

Our show stopper two storey really brings a     

presence to the street that you can only stop and 

admire.  Our Contractors are doing a wonderful 

job with all the detail included. With plaster in and 

fix out underway you can already tell this is going 

to be something special.  With stairs in and        

cabinetry to follow, we can’t wait to show you the 

final amazing spaces  and features of this                

beautiful home  
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BATESFORD 

HIGHTON 

WINCHELSEA 

WINCHELSEA 

With plaster in, this beautiful two storey is cruising 

along nicely. We are loving PGH’s metallic ‘Pewter’ 

brick with it’s subtle metallic sheen it really does 

look something special. With so many magnificent 

big windows this home will be drenched in natural 

light.  With fix out to begin soon, including  a  

stunning staircase, this one is going to be the    

perfect escape from the hustle and bustle of life. 

With the Moorabool River on their back door step 

in the popular Riverstone Estate this home has 

been designed to take in all the natural               

environment around it.  With large windows to 

the master bedroom and main living area it feels 

like they are worlds away from everything.  With 

a spacious kitchen, Dining and Living area, the 

hub of the home is going to be an entertainers 

dream.  With painter to begin soon, this one is 

well  on track for it’s new owners and handover. 

Straight across the road in ‘The Green Estate’ is 

our second beauty bringing a completely different 

feel.  The PGH’s manhatten ‘Tribecca’ bricks are 

well underway, they will be complimented by 

James Hardie cladding in monument, giving it a 

popular industrial feel.  With black fixtures 

throughout with pops of timber this homes 

scheme is a match made in heaven. 

Our first lucky ‘The Green Estate’ home is going to 

be such a wonderful place to settle and enjoy the 

benefits of country living in a central location.  

Perfectly positioned on the magnificent corner 

allotment this home showcases PGH’s  

‘Heathwood’ bricks giving it a more traditional 

style to this homes façade.  Inside you will be 

greeted by a beautiful neutral modern interior 

that complements its location perfectly. 
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Our next site start to the North east of Inverleigh in 

the highly sought after Barrabool Views Estate will 

bring something special to this already picturesque 

area.  Due to start soon, stay tuned for updates on 

this stunning Little Constructions home. 

When it comes to building houses these guys are outstanding! 

Having spent 3 months talking to a volume builder about building our home the difference in approach was huge.  They were honest 

and upfront every stage of the process,  from working on the design of our house to discussing costs,  challenges and timelines. 

The build process was seamless, from site cut to moving in,  we always felt that they were in complete control of the build. 

The use of local trades and suppliers was very important to us.  If there were any issues we were able to speak to the trades          

directly, always getting the right advice. 

Now that we have moved in there isn’t a single thing we would change! 

So thanks to Edin for designing our beautiful home,  Leesa for her valuable advice with colours and fittings.  Kasey for constantly 

keeping us up to date and of course Mark and Paul for their amazing work in actually bringing our home to fruition.  You guys are the 

ultimate professionals and we wouldn’t hesitate to recommend you to anyone looking to build their dream home. 

 

- Patrick & Heather 

Teesdale 
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‘Country Homes For Country People’ 

 

 

If you are looking for that sprawling ‘Ranch style’ home our Rokewood  maybe the design for you!  It sets such a statement with 

endless possibilities to suit your style and needs. Our Rokewood 26 has a smaller option, featuring 3 large bedrooms which include 

a spacious master suite and separate study.  The light filled kitchen with large Butlers pantry/ Meals and Living,  helps to highlight 

the outdoors. Acreage means space, so you want to feel that connection indoors as well. For the larger families our Rokewood 34 

has space for the whole family, zoning kids and adults but bringing everyone back to the hub of the home together.  

With our plans offering the flexibility to be changed to suit your living needs,  Little constructions homes are designed to inspire the 

lives of it’s lucky residents and last for generations to come. 

ROKEWOOD 26 

ROKEWOOD 34 
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When you begin your building journey, starting the design from the outside will help to make other key decisions.  Bricks 

remain forever and are the perfect material for creating your ideal home,  not only for their durability but for their style.  

While bricks are a fundamental design element of a building’s exterior, they can also be showcased inside strengthening 

connections between rooms and bringing a new texture indoors. 

Not everyone can name their personal style especially when it comes to building a home from scratch,  but most people 

recognise it when they see it!  Utilising PGH’s Style Guide and quiz it will help you discover your style from working with 

their collections of palettes and explore the endless opportunities of using brick. 

New Neutrals                                

Minimal, timeless                 

epitomizes effortless style. 

Grey all the way                              

Strong, Simple and versatile,. Creating 

timeless yet contemporary schemes. 

Dark & Stormy                                               

Wide spectrum of moody shades creating a 

sense of drama the perfect foundation for 

the modern home 

Modern Industrial                               

Clean lines and edgy finishes 

for cool contemporary living 

Hamptons at home                               

A fresh, invigorating that beautifully 

brightens and enlivens any home. 

Warm Earth                                             

strong, confident palette provides a 

sense of calm and imbues a sophisticated 

aesthetic. 

For more inspiration visit:  pghbricks.com.au and take their         

style quiz and visualize your home! 
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